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Abstract
Given a split basic 1nite dimensional algebra A over a 1eld, we study the relationship between
the groups of categorical automorphisms of A and its trivial extension Ao D(A). Our results
cover all triangular algebras and all 2-nilpotent algebras whose quiver has no nontrivial oriented
cycle of length 6 2. In this latter as well as in the hereditary case, we give structure theorem for
CAut(AoD(A)) in terms of CAut(A). As a byproduct, we get the precise relationship between
the 1rst Hochschild cohomology groups of A and Ao D(A). c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V.
All rights reserved.
MSC: 16G20; 16W20; 16E40
1. Introduction and terminology
In Representation Theory of 1nite dimensional algebras it has long been clear the
close relationship between corresponding properties of a given 1nite dimensional alge-
bra A and its trivial extension AoD(A), where D(−) =HomK (−; K) is the canonical
duality. For instance, the representation type (1nite or in1nite) of one is frequently
determined by that of the other (cf. [10,12,5]).
The main purpose of this paper is to provide a thorough understanding of the struc-
ture of the group of categorical automorphisms (see de1nition below) CAut(AoD(A))
in terms of the structure of CAut(A). We do it in situations general enough as to cover
all triangular 1nite dimensional algebras A. As a byproduct of our development, we
shall get, in those situations, the precise relationship between the respective (algebraic)
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groups Out(A) and Out(AoD(A)) of outer automorphisms. The structure and contents
of the paper are as follows. In Section 2, under general enough hypotheses, we identify
the group of automorphisms that 1x the vertices, denoted HAoM , for a trivial extension
AoM , where M is a 1nite dimensional A–A-bimodule (Theorem 1). That leads, when
char(K) = 0, to explicit formulae for the K-dimensions of the Lie algebras of deriva-
tions and the 1rst Hochschild cohomology group of AoM (Corollaries 2 and 3). In
case M = D(A) and A is either triangular or 2-nilpotent with no nontrivial oriented
cycle of length 6 2, we get isomorphisms of algebraic groups HAoD(A) ∼= HA × K∗
and O(A o D(A)) ∼= O(A) × K∗, where O(−) denotes the identity component of
the group of outer automorphisms of the corresponding algebra, thus obtaining cor-
responding isomorphisms between the associated Lie algebras of derivations and 1rst
Hochschild cohomology groups (Corollary 4). In Section 3 we completely identify the
groups CAut(Ao D(A)) and Out(Ao D(A)), in terms of CAut(A) and Out(A), in
case A is either hereditary or 2-nilpotent with no nontrivial oriented cycle of length
6 2 in its quiver (Corollaries 5 and 6, Theorem 3). The proof in the hereditary case
is constructive and gives a combinatorial description of all possible acyclic quivers 
for which A= K has the property that CAut(Ao D(A)) ∼= CAut(A)× K∗ (Theorem
2). We add a short 1nal Section 4 in order to complete results recently obtained by
Ohnuki et al. [7] on automorphism groups of repetitive algebras. In the particular case
of hereditary algebras, we get the group of categorical automorphisms of the repetitive
algebra Aˆ as the middle term of a short exact sequence of groups in which the structure
of the 1rst and third nonzero terms is known (Theorem 5).
All throughout the paper, we shall work over a ground 1eld K , which we shall
assume of characteristic zero. That hypothesis is strictly necessary in our results in-
volving Lie algebras, but is not necessary in most other cases. We follow the standard
terminology concerning quivers (see, e.g., [2,9]). The set of vertices (resp. arrows) of
a quiver  will be denoted 0 (resp. 1) and (	; !) will be the set of arrows 	 → !,
for all 	; ! ∈ 0. For paths p; q , pq = 0 will imply t(p) = o(q), where o(q) is the
origin of q and t(p) is the terminus of p. All our quivers will be locally 1nite (i.e.
with only a 1nite number of arrows entering and leaving a vertex). We shall denote
by I+ the ideal of the path algebra K generated by 1. Every algebra appearing in
the paper will be an associative algebra of the form A=K=I , where I is a two-sided
ideal of K such that I ⊆ (I+)2. It is well-known (cf. [2]) that, when A is 1nite
dimensional, one has that  is 1nite, there is a m ¿ 2 such that (I+)m ⊆ I and, up
to Morita equivalence, all split basic 1nite dimensional algebras appear in that form.
Every algebra A=K=I has a distinguished complete set of primitive orthogonal idem-
potents, {e	=	+I : 	 ∈ 0}, and then K0 ∼=
⊕
Ke	 is a subalgebra of A isomorphic to
a (possibly in1nite) direct sum of copies of K . We shall put J (A) = I+=I , which is an
ideal of A, coincident with the Jacobson radical in case every oriented cycle in  has
a power in I . Following [1], one can view A as a (small and skeletical) K-category
whose set of objects is Ob(A) = 0 and whose K-vector spaces of morphisms are
A(	; !)= e	Ae!, for all 	; ! ∈ 0, with composition of morphisms given by b ◦ a= ab.
In that vein, what we call categorical homomorphisms of algebras will be just K-linear
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functors between the underlying K-categories, i.e. homomorphisms of algebras taking
vertices to vertices. For us, a subalgebra B ⊆ A will be just a (not necessarily full)
K-subcategory. On the other hand, we shall simply write a ∈ A meaning that a is a
morphism in A, i.e., that a ∈ ⋃	;!∈0 e	Ae!. Then the symbols o(a); t(a) have a sense
for every a ∈ A.
In case A is 1nite dimensional, we shall denote by U (A) the group of units of
A and by Aut(A) the group of all automorphisms of A. Its subgroup of categorical
automorphisms (i.e. automorphisms mapping vertices onto vertices) will be denoted by
CAut(A). Note that, for 1nite dimensional A; CAut(A) was denoted by Hˆ A in [8,3].
In order to study Aut(A), one can essentially restrict to study CAut(A). Indeed, it is
well known that Aut(A) = CAut(A) · Inn(A) (see [8]) and one recovers Aut(A) from
the knowledge of the structures of its subgroups CAut(A) and Inn(A). On the other
hand, that yields an isomorphism between the group of outer automorphisms, Out(A)=
Aut(A)=Inn(A), and the group CAut(A)=CAut(A)∩ Inn(A), which can be viewed as an
isomorphism of algebraic groups [8]. We shall denote by O(A) the identity component
of Out(A). An important closed subgroup of CAut(A) is HA={’ ∈ Aut(A): ’(e	)=e	,
for all 	 ∈ 0}. By [3, Corollary 21], the canonical inclusion HA → CAut(A) 1ts into an
exact sequence of groups 1→ HA → CAut(A)→ S, where S = { ∈ S0 : |(	; !)|=
|(	; !)|, for all 	; ! ∈ 0}; S0 being the group of permutations of the set 0. For
future use, we shall put S∗={ ∈ S0 : |(	; !)|=|(!; 	)|, for all 	; ! ∈ 0}. We shall
denote by A−mod the category of 1nite dimensional unitary (left) A-modules and by
A−mod−A the category of 1nite dimensional A–A-bimodules. We have a natural action
of Aut(A) on A−mod−A, namely, if M ∈ A−mod−A and  ∈ Aut(A), we denote by
M the A–A-bimodule which coincides with M as a K-vector space, but with external
multiplication given by the rule a ·m · b= (a)m(b), for all (a; m; b) ∈ A×M × A. It
is easy to see that, when  ∈ Inn(A), M ∼= M as A–A-bimodules. Hence, we get an
induced action of Out(A) on the set of isoclasses of A–A-bimodules. We shall write
AutM–M (A) = { ∈ Aut(A): M ∼= M} and OutM–M (A) = AutM–M (A)=Inn(A). It is
not diNcult to see that AutM–M (A) (resp. OutM–M (A)) is a closed subgroup of Aut(A)
(resp. Out(A)). We shall denote by H 1(A; A) the 1rst Hochschild cohomology group
of A (with coeNcients in A), which is the Lie algebra of Out(A).
When M is an A–A-bimodule, the trivial extension Ao M is the algebra having
A⊕M as underlying K-vector space, where multiplication is given by (a; m)(a′; m′) =
(aa′; am′ + ma′).
2. Automorphisms that x the vertices and the rst Hochschild cohomology
group of a trivial extension
All throughout this section, algebras and (bi)modules are 1nite dimensional. From
the proofs of the given results, the reader can easily guess which ones are valid in
more general situations.
Our 1rst result gives a description of the K-algebra endomorphisms of AoM .
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Proposition 1. If A is a K-algebra; M is an A–A-bimodule and the elements of
AoM are written as columns; then there is an isomorphism between the multiplica-
tive monoid EndK−Alg(Ao M) of K-algebra endomorphisms of Ao M and that of
matrices
(
 
  
)
satisfying the following properties:
(1)  : A → A is a K-algebra endomorphism of A;
(2)  : A → M is -derivation; i.e.; (ab) = (a)(b) + (a)(b); for all a; b ∈ A;
(3)  : M → A is a two-sided -semilinear homomorphism (i.e.; (amb) = (a)(m)
(b); for all a; b ∈ A and m ∈ M) such that (Im )2 = 0;
(4)  : M → M is a K-linear map such that  (amb)=(a) (m)(b)+(a)(x)(b)+
(a)(x)(b); for all (a; m; b) ∈ A×M × A; and (x) (m) +  (x)(m) = 0; for all
(x; m) ∈ M ×M .
Proof. Every K-linear map A⊕M → A⊕M is given by a matrix
(
 
  
)
;
where  : A → A;  : A → M;  : M → A and  : M → M are K-linear maps.
All what remains to see is that such a matrix preserves the multiplication in AoM
iP the conditions (1)–(4) above hold. It is a routinary task to check that if (1)–(4)
hold, then the matrix preserves the multiplication in AoM . For the converse, suppose
that
(
 
  
)
preserves multiplication. By applying it to the equality (a; 0) · (b; 0) = (ab; 0) (written
as columns) and looking at the 1rst component of the resulting element, one gets
(1). By looking at the second component, one gets (2). By applying now the matrix
to the equality (a; 0) · (0; m) = (0; am), one gets (am) = (a)(m), which, together
with symmetry, gives that  is a two-sided -semilinear homomorphism. To see that
(Im )2 = 0, apply the matrix to the equality (0; x) · (0; m) = (0; 0) and look at the 1rst
component of the resulting pair. We now check that (4) also holds. Indeed, by applying
the matrix to the equality (a; 0) · (0; m)= (0; am) and looking at the second component
of the resulting pair, one gets  (am) = (a) (m) + (a)(m). By symmetry, one gets
 (mb) =  (m)(b) + (m)(b) and, hence,  (axb) = (a) (x)(b) + (a)(x)(b) +
(a)(x)(b), for all (a; x; b) ∈ A × M × A. Finally, by applying the matrix to the
equality (0; x) ·(0; m)=(0; 0) and looking at its second component, one gets (x) (m)+
 (x)(m) = 0, thus showing (4).
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In the sequel, by abuse of terminology, we shall say that a matrix(
 
  
)
is a K-algebra endomorphism of Ao M meaning that the matrix satis1es conditions
(1)–(4) of the above proposition.
Corollary 1. The K-algebra endomorphism(
 
  
)
of AoM is an automorphism if; and only if; (a) + (m) = 0 and (a) +  (m) = 0;
for some (a; m) ∈ AoM; implies (a; m) = (0; 0).
Proof. Straightforward.
Let  be the quiver of A and M an A–A-bimodule. We shall put 1 ‖ M =0 in case
(	; !) = ∅ implies e	Me! = 0, for all 	; ! ∈ 0.
Theorem 1. Let A=K=I be an algebra; with  connected; and M an A–A-bimodule
such that 1 ‖ M = 0. Then HAoM consists of the matrices(
 
0  
)
satisfying the following properties:
(1)  is an automorphism of A belonging to HA ∩ AutM–M (A);
(2)  : M → A is a homomorphism of A–A-bimodules such that (x)m + x(m) = 0;
for all (x; m) ∈ M ×M ,
(3)  : M → M is a two-sided -semilinear isomorphism.
Proof. If(
 
0  
)
satis1es conditions (1)–(3) above, then one has (x)(m)= 12 ((x)m+ x(m))= 0, for
all (x; m) ∈ M ×M . Hence (Im )2 = 0. With that in mind, it is very easy to see that
conditions (1)–(4) in Proposition 1 are satis1ed and, by Corollary 1,(
 
0  
)
de1nes an automorphism of AoM belonging to HAoM . Suppose now that(
 
  
)
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is an automorphism of Ao M belonging to HAoM . Then ((e	); (e	)) = (e	; 0), for
all 	 ∈ 0. Hence, |K0 = idK0 and  vanishes on K0. We claim that =0. Indeed,
if it were not so, there would exist a path p of length ¿ 1 such that (p + I) = 0.
But, since  is a -derivation, we then get ($ + I) = 0, for some arrow $ appearing
in p. By putting Q$= $+ I and expressing it as Q$= e	 Q$e!, we get 0 = ( Q$)= e	( Q$)e!.
But then e	Me! = 0 and there is an arrow 	 → ! in . That contradicts the fact that
1||M = 0. Now, from the fact that
(a; 0) ∈ Ker
(
 
0  
)
iP a = 0, it follows that  is injective, whence bijective. Dually, from the fact that
(0; m′) should be in the image of
(
 
0  
)
;
for all m′ ∈ M , it follows that  is surjective, whence bijective. On the other hand,
condition (4) in Proposition 1, added to the above arguments, yield that  is a two-sided
-semilinear isomorphism, thus implying that  ∈ AutM–M (A). Finally, −1(amb) =
a−1(m)b and, putting =−1, we get =. The fact that (x) (m)+ (x)(m)=0, for
all (x; m) ∈ M ×M , together with fact that  is a two-sided -semilinear isomorphism
in this case, imply that (x)m + x(m) = 0 for all (x; m) ∈ M × M . That ends the
proof.
We shall extract some consequences. In the situation of the theorem, we shall put
E(M)={ ∈ HomA–A(M;A): (x)m+x(m)=0, for all (x; m) ∈ M×M}, EndA–A(M) will
denote the algebra of endomorphisms of M as A–A-bimodule and AutA–A(M) the cor-
responding group of automorphisms. We shall denote by dim, with no subindices, the
dimension as an algebraic group, while dimK will denote the dimension as a K-vector
space. The following observation will be needed:
Remark 1. An element (u; m) ∈ A o M is invertible iP u ∈ U (A). In that case,
(u; m)−1 = (u−1;−u−1mu−1) and the inner automorphism of AoM induced by (u; m)
is given by the matrix
(
&u 0
u;m ju
)
;
where &u is the inner automorphism of A induced by u, ju : M → M maps x → uxu−1
and u;m(a) = mau−1 − uau−1mu−1, for all a ∈ A.
In the sequel, whenever ( is an algebra with quiver ), we shall denote by
DerK)0–K)0 ((;() the vector space of derivations  : ( → ( which are homomor-
phisms of K)0–K)0-bimodules (equivalently, |)0 = 0).
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Corollary 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1; the following formulae hold:
(1) dimHAoM=dimK DerK0–K0 (AoM;AoM)=dim(HA∩AutM–M (A))+dimK E(M)+
dimK EndA–A(M);
(2) dim(Out(AoM))=dimK H 1(AoM;AoM)=dim(OutM–M (A))+dimK E(M)+
dimK EndA–A(M).
Proof. It follows from the theorem that we have exact sequences, with morphisms of
algebraic groups:
(1) 1→ N j→HAoM p→HA ∩ AutM–M (A)→ 1,
(2) 1→ N ′HAoM∩Inn(AoM)
j→ HAoMHAoM∩Inn(AoM)
p→HA∩AutM–M (A)HA∩Inn(A) → 1,
where N consists of the matrices
(
1 
0 ’
)
;
with  ∈ E(M); ’ ∈ AutA–A(M); N ′ consists of the matrices(
&u &u
0  
)
;
with &u ∈ HA ∩ Inn(A);  ∈ E(M) and  : M → M a two-sided &u-semilinear isomor-
phism, and j and p are the canonical injection and projection, in either case. From the
1rst exact sequence, formula (1) follows in a straightforward way, bearing in mind
that the Lie algebra associated to the algebraic group HAoM (resp. AutA–A(M)) is
DerK0–K0 (Ao M;Ao M) (resp. EndA–A(M)), with the suitable bracket. We now
use the second sequence. Recall that H(=H( ∩ Inn(() may be viewed as a closed
subgroup of 1nite index in Out(() = Aut(()=Inn(() (cf. [3, Theorem 2:9]). That
implies that HA ∩ AutM–M (A)=HA ∩ Inn(A) may be viewed as a closed subgroup of
1nite index in OutM–M (A) = AutM–M (A)=Inn(A). Bearing in mind that the geometric
dimension of an algebraic group coincides with that of its identity component, that
dimension is not aPected by passing to closed subgroups of 1nite index. Hence, we
have dim(Out(Ao M)) = dimHAoM=HAoM ∩ Inn(Ao M) and dim(OutM–M (A)) =
dimHA ∩ AutM–M (A)=HA ∩ Inn(A). In order to prove (2), it only remains to check
that dimN ′=HAoM ∩ Inn(AoM) = dimK E(M) + dimK EndA–A(M). If  : M → M is
any two-sided &u-semilinear isomorphism, then, by taking ju as in Remark 1, we have
 j−1u ∈ AutA–A(M), so that the elements of N ′ can be rewritten as(
&u &u
0 ’ju
)
;
where  ∈ E(M); ’ ∈ AutA–A(M). By Remark 1 and Theorem 1, we know that
HAoM ∩ Inn(AoM) consists of the matrices(
&u 0
0 ju
)
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with &u ∈ HA∩ Inn(A). It is clear now that dimN ′=HAoM ∩ Inn(AoM)=dimK E(M)+
dim(AutA–A(M)) = dimK E(M) + dimK EndA–A(M). That ends the proof.
Corollary 3. Let A and M satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1. The following as-
sertions hold:
(1) If H 1(A; A)=0 then dim(Out(AoM))=dimK H 1(AoM;AoM)=dimK E(M)+
dimK EndA–A(M);
(2) If Ext1A–A(M;M) = 0 then dim(Out(A o M)) = dimK H 1(A o M;A o M) =
dimK H 1(A; A) + dimK E(M) + dimK EndA–A(M).
Proof. From Corollary 2 it follows that the formula in (1) holds in case OutM–M (A)
is a 1nite algebraic group. If H 1(A; A) = 0, since H 1(A; A) may be viewed as the
(direction of) the tangent space of Out(A) at any point, one has that Out(A) is 1nite
and we are done. In case Ext1A–A(M;M) = 0 one applies a result of Voigt (cf. [11,
Chapter 2, Section 3:4]), which ensures that there are only 1nitely many isoclasses
of A–A-bimodules with the same K-dimension as M . But all the bimodules in the
Aut(A)-orbit of M have the same dimension as M . Hence, OutM–M (A) has 1nite index
in Out(A). Therefore, dim(OutM–M (A))=dim(Out(A))=dimK H 1(A; A) and the results
follows from Corollary 2.
Corollary 4. Let A = K=I be an algebra; with  connected. There are canonical
embeddings of algebraic groups CAut(A)×K∗ → CAut(AoD(A)) and Out(A)×K∗ →
Out(Ao D(A)). Suppose; in addition; that either  is acyclic or I = (I+)2 and 
contains no nontrivial oriented cycle of length 6 2. Then the above embeddings
induce:
(1) isomorphisms of algebraic groups HA × K∗ ∼= HAoD(A) and O(A)× K∗ ∼= O(Ao
D(A));
(2) isomorphisms of Lie algebras DerK0–K0 (A; A)⊕K ∼= DerK0–K0 (AoD(A); Ao
D(A)) and H 1(A; A)⊕ K ∼= H 1(Ao D(A); Ao D(A)).
In particular; dim(Out(AoD(A))=dimK H 1(AoD(A); AoD(A))=dimK H 1(A; A)+1
in both additional situations.
Proof. The assignment (; ,)→ diag(; ,D(−1)) yields the embedding t : CAut(A)×
K∗ → CAut(AoD(A)). But, for - : CAut(AoD(A))→ Out(AoD(A)) the canonical
projection, one has Ker(- ◦ t) = {diag(&u; 1): &u ∈ CAut(A) ∩ Inn(A)}. Hence, we get
another embedding of algebraic groups Out(A)×K∗ → Out(AoD(A)). In either of the
two additional situations, we claim that 1||D(A)=0 holds, so that Theorem 1 applies.
Indeed, if we have an arrow 	 → ! (hence 	 = !) in  and 0 = e	D(A)e!=D(e!Ae	),
then e	J (A)e! = 0 = e!J (A)e	 and we get an oriented cycle in , which has length 2
in case I = (I+)2. That is a contradiction. We show next that HomA–A(D(A); A) = 0.
To see that, pick up any 0 =  ∈ HomA–A(D(A); A) and choose an element of f ∈
D(A) \ J (Ae)D(A) such that (f) = 0. We can choose f ∈ e	D(A)e!, for some
	; ! ∈ 0, 	 = !, thus implying e!Soc(AAA)e	 = 0 and 0 = (f) ∈ e	Ae!. Again, we
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get e	J (A)e! = 0 = e!J (A)e	, which yields a contradiction. On the other hand, the
canonical duality yields an antiisomorphism of K-algebras EndA–A(A) ∼= EndA–A(D(A)).
But, in either of the additional situations, Z(A) = K . Finally, if  ∈ HA (actually,
even if  ∈ CAut(A)), then D(−1): D(A) → D(A), f → f ◦ −1, is a two-sided
-semilinear isomorphism. Now it follows directly from Theorem 1 and the 1rst exact
sequence of the proof of Corollary 2 that the elements of HAoD(A) are the matrices
diag(; ,D(−1)), with , ∈ K∗ and  ∈ HA. From that and Remark 1 all statements
follow.
Example 1. The hypothesis that  has no nontrivial oriented cycle of length 6 2
cannot be dropped in the 2-nilpotent part of the above corollary. Indeed, if : 1→←2
and A= K=(I+)2, then dimHAoD(A) = 7 while dim(HA × K∗) = 3.
3. The hereditary and 2-nilpotent cases
In the 1rst part of this section, until otherwise stated, we shall assume that A=K,
where  is a 1nite connected acyclic quiver. Then one can precisely describe the
algebra Ao D(A) by quiver and relations. Indeed, the quiver ˜ of Ao D(A) has the
same set of vertices, ˜0=0, as  and contains all the arrows of  plus one additional
arrow z∗ : ! → 	 per each longest path z : 	 → · · · → ! in . We can now give a
(not necessarily minimal) set of relations for AoD(A) as follows. The zero-relations
are: (i) all paths in ˜ containing two additional arrows; (ii) all paths z∗p, with p not
a left divisor of z in , and all paths qz∗, with q not a right divisor of z in ; (iii)
all paths pz∗q, with q a left divisor and p a right divisor of z in , but with q and p
overlapping nontrivially. Finally, for each pair z = pq, z′ = pq′ of longest paths in 
having a common left divisor p (possibly of length 0), we take the nonzero relation
qz∗ − q′z′∗ and, dually, for longest paths z=pq and z′ =p′q, we take z∗p− z′∗p′ as
a nonzero relation.
Our aim is to describe completely the group CAut(AoD(A)) (resp. Out(AoD(A)))
in terms of CAut(A) (resp. Out(A)), when A=K. Bearing in mind that, in that case,
the structure of CAut(A) and Out(A) is known (cf. [4]), our results also yield structure
theorems for CAut(AoD(A)) and Out(AoD(A)). It is not diNcult to see that every
diagonal matrix diag(;  ) in CAut(AoD(A)) must be of the form diag(; ,D(−1)),
for some  ∈ CAut(A) and some , ∈ K∗. Consequently, the diagonal matrices of
CAut(A o D(A)) form a subgroup D isomorphic to CAut(A) × K∗ and containing
HAoD(A) (see Corollary 4).
In the preparatory lemmas, we shall assume that there is an automorphism
1=
(
 
  
)
in CAut(Ao D(A)) which is not diagonal. We want to know the implications that
hypothesis has on the shape of . One 1rst observation is that, since 1 permutes the
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elements in {(e	; 0) : 	 ∈ 0}, we have that  induces a permutation of 0, which we
still denote by , and (e	)=0, for all 	 ∈ 0. Observe that  = 10 , because 1 is not
in HAoD(A) ∼= HA×K∗ (see Corollary 4). We shall denote by L(	; !) the set of longest
paths in  with origin 	 and terminus !. For instance, in case  is the Dynkin quiver
1 $1→ : : : n− 1$n−1→ n, ˜ is an oriented cycle with n vertices, which is obtained from  by
adding a new arrow $n = z∗, where z= $1 · · · $n−1. The relations for AoD(A) are all
paths in ˜ of length n+1. It is clear that we have nondiagonal 1 ∈ CAut(AoD(A))
by cyclically permuting the arrows in ˜.
Lemma 1. If (	; !) = ∅ then either (	; !) = ∅; and then |(	; !)|= |(	; !)|;
or (	; !) = ∅; and then |(	; !)|= |L(!; 	)|.
Proof. Let ˜ be the quiver of AoD(A). By acyclicity of , for every pair of vertices
(	; !), ˜(	; !) either equals (	; !) or is in bijection with L(!; 	). Since 1 induces a
bijection ˜(	; !) ∼= ˜(	; !), the result follows.
Lemma 2. Let us assume (	; !) = ∅. If (	; !) = ∅ then ($) = 0; for all $ ∈
(	; !). If (	; !) = ∅ then ($) = 0; for all $ ∈ (	; !).
Proof. Suppose (	; !) = ∅. The equality e	$e! = $ in A yields ($) = e	 ($)e!,
and so ($) ∈ e	D(A)e! = D(e!Ae	 ). Therefore ($) = 0 implies e!Ae	 = 0 and,
hence, the existence of a path in  from ! to 	. That creates an oriented cycle in
, which is absurd. The proof in case (	; !) = ∅ is symmetric.
If B is the canonical basis of A = K, i.e., B = {paths of }, then B∗ will denote
the dual basis of D(A). As usual, if p ∈ B then p∗ : A → K will denote the linear
form such that p∗(q) = pq, where  is the Kronecker symbol. The following is the
dual of the foregoing lemma.
Lemma 3. Let us assume that L(	; !) = ∅. If (!; 	) = ∅ then  (z∗) = 0; for all
z ∈ L(	; !). If (!; 	) = ∅ then (z∗) = 0; for all z ∈ L(	; !).
Lemma 2 suggests that, among the pairs (	; !) ∈ 20 such that (	; !) = ∅, we
distinguish those for which (	; !) = ∅, that we shall call 1-normal, from those for
which (	; !) = ∅, that we shall call 1-special. Correspondingly, we shall call an
arrow $ ∈ 1 1-normal (resp. 1-special) whenever (o($); t($)) is a 1-normal (resp.
1-special) pair. From Lemmas 2 and 3 we get that the existence of the nondiagonal
automorphism 1 implies the existence of 1-special pairs. In the sequel, when p :
	0
$1→	1 $2→ : : : 	n−1 $n→	n is a path in , the (n+1)-tuple (	0; 	1; : : : ; 	n) will be called the
itinerary of p.
Lemma 4. Every path itinerary in  contains; at most; one 1-special pair. If there is
an itinerary (	0; 	1; : : : ; 	m) of a longest path in  consisting only of 1-normal pairs;
then (	0 ; 	

1 ; : : : ; 	

m) is also the itinerary of a longest path in .
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Proof. To prove the 1rst assertion, notice that the image of any path $q4, where $; 4
are 1-special arrows and q is a (possibly trivial) path consisting of 1-normal arrows, is
a linear combination of paths in ˜ of the form p∗ur∗, where p : t($) → · · · → o($)
and r : t(4) → · · · → o(4) are longest paths in  (here, p∗ and q∗ are viewed as
arrows in ˜) and u is a path in  from t($) to o(4). It is clear that any such product
p∗uq∗ is zero in AoD(A), which contradicts the fact that 1($q4) = 0 in AoD(A).
Concerning the second assertion, it is clear that (	0 ; 	

1 ; : : : ; 	

m) is the itinerary of
some path in . The proof is hence reduced to checking that L(	0 ; 	

m) = ∅, because
a path parallel to a longest path is itself a longest path. But 1 induces a bijection
˜(	m; 	0) ∼= ˜(	m; 	0) and, so, 0 = |L(	0; 	m)|= |L(	0 ; 	m)|, because (	m; 	0) = ∅.
Lemma 5. The following assertions hold:
(1) If one of the itineraries of longest paths in  (	0; 	1; : : : ; 	r ; 	r+1; : : : ; 	s) and
(	0; 	1; : : : ; 	r ; !r+1; : : : ; !t); with 	r+1 = !r+1; contains a 1-special pair then so
does the other.
(2) If one of the itineraries of longest paths in  (	s; 	s−1; : : : ; 	r ; 	r−1; : : : ; 	0) and
(!t; !t−1; : : : ; !r+1; 	r ; : : : ; 	0); with 	r+1 = !r+1; contains a 1-special pair then so
does the other.
Proof. By symmetry, we just need to prove assertion (1). Then, by Lemma 4, we can
assume that (	j−1; 	j), with j¿ r, is the (unique) 1-special pair of the 1rst itinerary,
while the second itinerary has only 1-normal pairs. By applying 1 and using Lemma 4
again, we get itineraries of longest paths in , (	j ; 	

j+1; : : : ; 	

s ; 	

0 ; : : : ; 	

r ; : : : ; 	

j−1) and
(	0 ; : : : ; 	

r ; !

r+1; : : : ; !

t ). That yields a contradiction since the second itinerary can be
strictly lengthened to the left.
In the proof of our next lemma we shall need the following technical de1nition. If
v=(	0; 	1; : : : ; 	m) and w=(!0; !1; : : : ; !n) are two itineraries of paths in , the distance
between v and w, denoted d(v; w), will be the in1mum of the natural numbers k such
that there exists an itinerary of a non-oriented path in , z=(z0; z1; : : : ; zk), with z0 =	i
and zk = !j, for some i; j. For instance, d(v; w) = 0 iP v and w have one vertex in
common.
Lemma 6. The following assertions hold:
(1) Every 1-special arrow appears in a unique longest path in .
(2) Every longest path in  contains exactly one 1-special arrow.
Proof. In order to prove assertion (1), we show that if (	; !) is a 1-special pair and
(	0; 	1; : : : ; 	m), (!0; !1; : : : ; !n) are two itineraries of paths in  such that (	0; 	1) =
(	; !) = (!0; !1) and 	m; !n are sinks in , then m= n; 	i =!i and |(	i−1; 	i)|=1=
|(!i−1; !i)|, for all i = 2; : : : ; m. From that and its dual, assertion (1) will follow at
once. Let us consider all the paths p in  such that o(p) =! and t(p) is a sink. We
number them {p1; : : : ; pt} and also number the arrows in (	; !) = {$1; : : : ; $s}. Let
us put {;1; : : : ; ;u} be the set of terminal vertices of the pj, which are all sinks in ,
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and let e =
∑
16k6u e;k be the corresponding sum of primitive idempotents in A (or
AoD(A)). By Lemma 4, all pairs appearing in the itinerary of a pj are 1-normal. Now
the set {$ipj : i=1; : : : ; s; j=1; : : : ; t} may be viewed as a basis of e	Je!Je=e	J 2e!Je ∼=
e	J˜ e!J˜ e=e	J˜
2
e!J˜ e, where J˜ =J (AoD(A)). Since 1 is an automorphism of AoD(A),
it induces an isomorphism between e	J˜ e!J˜ e=e	J˜
2
e!J˜ e and e	 J˜ e

!J˜ e
=e	 J˜
2
e!J˜ e
. That
guarantees that dimK [e	 J˜ e

!J˜ e
=e	 J˜
2
e!J˜ e
] = st. But, in turn, dimK [e	 J˜ e

!=e

	 J˜
2
e!] = s
and e!J˜ e
 ∼= e!Je. Indeed, if a path q in ˜ from ! to some ;i , yielding a nonzero
element of Ao D(A), contains an additional arrow of the form z∗, then 1−1(q) is a
linear combination of paths ! → · · · → ;i in ˜, all of which are actually paths in 
consisting of 1-normal arrows. But x = 1−1(z∗) has the property that (o(x); t(x)) is a
1-special pair by Lemma 1. Consequently, all paths in ˜ from ! to some ;i , which
give nonzero elements in Ao D(A), are also paths in  and, hence, e!J˜ e ∼= e!Je.
From all our arguments it follows now that a K-basis of e	 J˜ e

!J˜ e
=e	 J˜
2
e!J˜ e
 is given
by {z∗q: z ∈ L(!; 	) and q is a path in  ! → · · · → ;i , for some i = 1; : : : ; u}.
Hence, all products z∗q give nonzero elements in AoD(A). Fix now a z and take any
two paths q; q′ from ! to ;i ’s. Since z
∗q = 0 = z∗q′ in AoD(A), we get that q and
q′ are left divisor of z in . Then, up to symmetry, we can assume that q is a left
divisor of q′ in . Unless q=q′, we get a factorization q′=qv, where v is a nontrivial
path in  ;i → · · · → ;j , for some i; j, which runs through an itinerary whose pairs
are all images by  of a 1-normal pairs. By applying 1−1, we get a nontrivial path in
 ;i → · · · → ;j, which contradicts the fact that ;i is a sink. Consequenly, every two
paths q; q′ in  from ! to ;i ’s are coincident, which implies that u= 1 and there is
only one path itinerary in  from ! to ;1 and, moreover, each pair of the itinerary
is the base of only one arrow. By applying 1−1, we get a unique path itinerary in 
from ! to ;1 and each pair of the itinerary is the base for a unique arrow. That ends
the proof of assertion (1).
We now prove assertion (2). By Lemma 4, we just need to check that every itinerary
of a longest path cannot consist only of 1-normal pairs. Suppose our claim is false and
choose an itinerary v=(	0; 	1; : : : ; 	m) of a longest path consisting only of 1-normal pairs
and having minimal distance d to itineraries of longest paths having a 1-special pair.
We then pick up an itinerary of longest path w=(!0; !1; : : : ; !n) having a 1-special pair
and such that d(v; w)=d. We want to prove that d=0. Indeed, if d¿ 0 then we take
a “connecting” itinerary of a non-oriented path z = (z0; z1; : : : ; zd), as described in the
comments preceding this lemma. Then z0=	r and zd=!s, for some subindices r; s. Up
to symmetry, we can assume that (z0; z1) is the itinerary of one arrow. Then the itinerary
(	0; 	1; : : : ; 	r=z0; z1) can be extended on the right to the itinerary y of a longest path in
 having the property that d(v; y)6 1 and d(y; w)6 d−1. If y consists of 1-normal
pairs only, then we contradict the fact that v had minimal distance to an itinerary of
longest path with 1-special pairs, because d(y; w)¡d(v; w). If, on the contrary, y has
some 1-special pair, then we get a contradiction with the minimality of d, unless d=1.
But if d= 1, i.e., z = (z0; z1), then x = (	0; 	1; : : : ; 	r = z0; z1 = !s; !s+1; : : : ; !n) is also
the itinerary of a longest path such that d(v; x)= 0=d(x; w). Both if x consist only of
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1-normal pairs or if it contains a 1-special pair, we get a contradiction with the de1ning
property of d and our earlier assumption that d¿ 0. Hence, we have d(v; w)=0 and so
	r=!s, for some subindices r; s. But then, by replacing if necessary v or w by any one
of the alternative itineraries (	0; : : : ; 	r =!s; !s+1; : : : ; !n), (!0; : : : ; !s=	r; 	r+1; : : : ; 	m),
we get that v; w are in one of the situations of Lemma 5, which yields a contradiction.
Lemma 7. The following assertions hold:
(1) If 	 $→! and ; 4→! are distinct arrows in ; possibly with 	= ;; then (	; !) and
(;; !) are both 1-special pairs.
(2) If ! $→	 and ! 4→; are distinct arrows in ; possibly with 	=;; then (!; 	)) and
(!; ;) are both 1-special pairs.
Proof. The cases in which 	= ; follow from Lemma 6. Hence, we assume 	 = ; in
the sequel. Since both assertions are symmetric, it will be enough to prove (2). The
case in which one of the pairs is 1-normal and the other one 1-special is discarded.
Indeed if, say, (!; 	) is 1-normal and (!; ;) 1-special, then, by Lemma 1, one has
(!; 	) = ∅ = L(;; !), which is a contradiction. Hence, we assume that both
pairs are 1-normal and shall get a contradiction. We consider longest paths p$q and
p4q′ containing the respective arrows, but with equal starting paths. By applying an
argument entirely analogous to that of the proof of Lemma 5, bearing in mind that
q and q′ contain the respective 1-special arrows of p$q and p4q′, we get longest
paths in  of the form uvw and u′vw′, where u = u′; w = w′ and u; w; u′; w′ are
nontrivial paths. That yields 1-special arrows appearing in at least two longest paths,
which contradicts Lemma 6.
Before giving the main results of this section, some de1nitions are needed.
Denition 1. Let  be a 1nite connected acyclic quiver.
(1) A full subquiver ′ of  will be called convex when, given a path 	= 	0 → 	1 →
· · · → 	s = ! in  such that 	; ! ∈ ′0, one has that 	i ∈ ′0 for all i = 0; 1; : : : ; s
(2) We shall say that  is a bipartite quiver when |1|¿ 2 and every nontrivial path
in  is an arrow (equivalently, every vertex in  is either a source or a sink).
(3) We shall call  special when it has a unique maximal connected bipartite full
subquiver ′, which is convex.
Remark 2. Let  be a special quiver, ′ its unique maximal connected bipartite full
subquiver and suppose that ! is a sink in ′. If (!) is the full subquiver of  formed
by deleting all vertices in ′0\{!} and the arrows connecting them, then the connected
component B! of (!) to which ! belongs is of the form B! : !=!0 → · · · → !m(!),
for some natural number m(!). Indeed, since all vertices in (!), except ! itself, are
outside ′, none of them can be the origin or the terminus of more than one arrows.
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That implies that B! is a union of branches ! = !0 → · · · → !k , having only in
common the vertex !. But the de1nition of special quiver guarantees that there cannot
be two arrows outside ′ with origin !. Hence B! is just a branch. A dual statement
holds for every source 	 in ′.
The above argument implies that every longest path in  is a product p$q, where
$ : 	 → ! is an arrow in ′; p : 	m(	) → · · · → 	1 → 	0 = 	 is the branch outside ′
arriving at 	 and q : !=!0 → !1 → · · · → !m(!) =! is the branch outside ′ leaving
!. We shall call p$q the canonical factorization of z. In this way, a special quiver 
is completely identi1ed by the knowledge of the pair (′; (m(	))	∈′0 ), which we shall
call the label of .
The following lemma, whose proof is left as an exercise, shortens the number of
relations needed for Ao D(A), in case  is a special quiver.
Lemma 8. Let  be a special quiver; A=K and let ˜ be the quiver of AoD(A). By
viewing every z∗ ∈ D(A); with z a longest path in ; as an arrow in ˜; we have that
Ao D(A) ∼= K˜=I˜ ; where I˜ is the two-sided ideal of K˜ generated by the following
relations:
(1) For every longest path z in ; with canonical factorization p$q; there is a
0-relation z∗p4; for each arrow 4 = $ in ′ such that o(4) = o($); and a
0-relation >qz∗; for each arrow > = $ in ′ such that t(>) = t($).
(2) For every longest path z in ; there is a 0-relation pz∗q; whenever p is right
divisor and q a left divisor of z such that the overlapping of q and p is just one
arrow.
(3) There is a 0-relation z∗zz∗; for every longest path z in .
(4) Whenever z=p$q and z′=p4q′ are canonical factorizations of two longest paths
in ; with equal left branch; one has a relation $qz∗ − 4qz′∗.
(5) Whenever z=p$q and z′=p′4q are canonical factorizations of two longest paths
in ; with equal right branch; one has a relation z∗p$− z′∗p′4.
Theorem 2. Let A=K be a hereditary algebra; where  is a <nite connected acyclic
quiver. The following assertions are equivalent:
(1) CAut(Ao D(A)) contains some nondiagonal matrix.
(2) Either Q ∼= An; with the same orientation on all arrows; or  is a special quiver;
with label (′; (m(	)	∈′0 ) having the property that there is a quiver isomorphism
 : ′ ∼= ′op with m(	) = m(	); for all 	 ∈ ′0.
(3) Either Q ∼= An; with the same orientation on all arrows; or  is a special quiver
such that  ∼= op.
Proof. (2)⇒ (3) Suppose (′; (m(	)	∈′0 ) is the label of . For each 	 ∈ ′0 which is
a sink in ′, we denote by 	= 	0 → 	1 → · · · → 	m(	) the branch leaving 	 out of ′.
Dually, we denote by 	m(	) → · · · 	1 → 	0 = 	 the branch entering at 	 from outside
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′, in case 	 is a source in ′. Let us 1x a quiver isomorphism  : ′ ∼= ′op such
that m(	) = m(	), for every 	 ∈ ′0. One easily extends  to a unique isomorphism
ˆ :  ∼= op by de1ning ˆ(	i) = (	)i, for every 	 ∈ ′0 and every i = 1; : : : ; m(	), and
mapping an arrow 	i → 	i+1 (resp. 	i+1 → 	i) of a branch on the arrow (	)i+1 → (	)i
(resp. (	)i → (	)i+1).
(3)⇒ (2) is straightforward.
(2); (3) ⇒ (1) In case  is the Dynkin quiver 1 $1→ : : : n − 1$n−1→ n, our comments
preceding Lemma 1 show that (1) holds. Suppose now that  is a special quiver with
label (′; (m(	))	∈′0 ), such that there is a quiver isomorphism  : 
′ ∼= ′op with
m(	) = m(	), for all 	 ∈ ′0. Whenever necessary, we consider  as an isomorphism
 ∼= op, since, by the proof of (2)⇒ (3),  can be extended to such an isomorphism.
We shall de1ne a 1 ∈ CAut(AoD(A)) by giving a categorical K-algebra isomorphism
f : K˜ → K˜ which is compatible with the relations de1ning Ao D(A). As already
noted, a vertex of ˜0 =0 is of the form 	i, where 	 ∈ ′0 and the subindex i indicates
the position of 	i in the only branch outside ′; 	= 	0 → 	1 → · · · → 	m(	) or 	m(	) →
: : : 	1 → 	0 = 	, leaving or entering 	, depending on whether 	 is a sink or a source in
′0. On vertices, our map f is de1ned as f(	i)=(	)m(	)−i. Next we de1ne f on arrows.
Note that there are three types of arrows in ˜1. First, we have arrows 	i → 	i+1 or
	i+1 → 	i in  which do not belong to ′, depending on whether 	 is a sink or a
source in ′0. Next there are the arrows in 
′ and, 1nally, there are the arrows of the
form z∗, where z is a longest path in . If 	i → 	i+1 (resp. 	i+1 → 	i) is an arrow of
the 1rst type, it will be mapped by f onto the arrow (	)m(	)−i → (	)m(	)−i−1 (resp.
(	)m(	)−i−1 → (	)m(	)−i). If $ : 	 → ! is an arrow in ′, then we consider the unique
longest path in , say q, to which it belongs and de1ne f($)=(q)∗. Finally, whenever
z is a longest path in , we de1ne f(z∗) to be the only arrow in ′ belonging to the
longest path z. Clearly, f preserves the origin and terminus of arrows in ˜ and, hence,
it can be naturally extended to a K-algebra homomorphism f : K˜ → K˜. Since f is
bijective on vertices and arrows, it is actually a K-algebra automorphism of K˜. All
what remains to check is that f is compatible with the relations for Ao D(A). That,
using Lemma 8, is a routinary task that we leave to the reader.
(1)⇒ (2) Suppose  is not An with all arrows having the same orientation. Let us
1x a nondiagonal 1 ∈ CAut(AoD(A)) and adopt all the terminology of the previous
lemmas with respect to that 1. We consider the full subquiver ′ of  consisting
of the 1-special arrows and their border vertices. By Lemmas 6 and 7, ′ is the
unique maximal bipartite full subquiver of  and contains all pairs of arrows sharing
origin or terminus. We claim that ′ is connected and convex. Indeed, suppose that
	; ! ∈ ′0 and take a nonoriented path in  between them. Since this nonoriented
path consists of several Dynkin An’s with only one orientation of arrows in each
of them, Lemma 7 allows us to restrict to the case in which the path is given by
	 = 	0 → 	1 → · · · → 	r = !. Then we look at the 1rst and last arrows of that path.
By Lemma 6, unless r = 1 and both arrows coincide and are 1-special, at least one
of them is 1-normal. Say that $ : 	 = 	0 → 	1 is 1-normal. Then, since 	 ∈ ′0,
	 should be the border of a 1-special arrow. By Lemma 7, this latter arrow should
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necessarily ends at 	. But then, by Lemma 6, the arrow 4 : 	r−1 → 	r = ! cannot be
1-special. Hence, 4 is 1-normal and an argument symmetric to the above shows the
existence of a 1-special arrow leaving !. That would yield two 1-special arrows in a
same oriented path, namely, the one arriving at 	 and the one leaving !. That would
contradict Lemma 6. Consequently, the only possibility left is that r=1 and the arrow
	 → ! is 1-special. That proves the connectedness and convexity of ′. We now move
to de1ne a quiver isomorphism  : ′ ∼= ′op. Let us denote by (1 the subalgebra of
Ao D(A) generated by the idempotents corresponding to vertices in ′0 and all the
arrows in ′. Clearly, one has an isomorphism K′ ∼= (1. Dually, we consider the
subalgebra (2 of AoD(A) generated by all z∗ corresponding to longest paths z in 
and all the idempotents corresponding to bordering points of the z. By its properties,
1 restricts to an isomorphism (1 ∼= (2. Observe that the quiver of (2, which should
be isomorphic to ′, can be thought of as the ′′ having as vertices all sources and
sinks in  and as many arrows 	 → ! in ′′ as longest paths in  from ! to 	. Now,
the last comment of Remark 2 tells us that we get a quiver isomorphism ′ ∼= ′′op
by mapping an $ ∈ ′1 to the unique longest path in  containing it, the de1nition on
vertices being obvious. In this way one gets a quiver isomorphism  : ′ ∼= ′op. It is
routine to check that m(	) = m(	), for all 	 ∈ ′0.
We now let  be arbitrary and denote by Q the underlying graph of , i.e., the one
obtained by forgetting the arrow orientation, and by ∗ the no-double-edge underlying
graph of , i.e., the graph obtained from  by forgetting the orientation and multiplic-
ities of arrows. We shall denote by Aut(∗) the subgroup of Aut(∗) consisting of
those  ∈ Aut(∗) which preserve the number of edges in Q, i.e., | Q(	; !)|=| Q(	; !)|,
for all 	; ! ∈ 0. Notice that, when  does not have double arrows, Q = ∗ and
Aut(∗) = Aut(∗) = Aut( Q). We shall also denote by 
∐
0 
op the “amalgamated
union” of  and its opposite quiver, i.e., the quiver having 0 as set of vertices and
the disjoint union (	; !)
∐
(!; 	) as set of arrows 	 → !, for all 	; ! ∈ 0.
Lemma 9. Let  be any <nite connected quiver containing no nontrivial oriented
cycle of length 6 2 and ) = 
∐
0 
op. The following assertions hold:
(1) The group S) is isomorphic to Aut(∗).
(2) If  is bipartite; then S) = S ∪ S∗. In particular, [S) : S] = 2.
Proof. Since, by de1nition, ∗ does not have double edges, an automorphism of ∗
is completely identi1ed by its action on vertices. If now  ∈ S), we claim that its
restriction to )0=0 induces an automorphism in Aut(∗). For that, we only needs to
prove that | Q(	; !)|=| Q(	; !)|, for all 	; ! ∈ 0. Indeed, one has | Q(	; !)|=|)(	; !)|,
for all 	; ! ∈ 0=)0. Since  ∈ S), we get | Q(	; !)|=|)(	; !)|=|)(	; !)|=| Q(	; !)|,
as desired. In that way, we get a group homomorphism f : S) → Aut(∗) having an
inverse which maps  ∈ Aut(∗) onto |0 .
The proof of assertion (2) reduces to checking that if  ∈ S) and there is a pair
(	; !) ∈ 20 such that (	; !) = ∅ = (!; 	), then the same is true for all pairs
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of vertices (	′; !′) ∈ 20 such that (	′; !′) = 0. Indeed, if that is not the case,
connectedness of  gives two adjoint pairs (;; !) and (	; !) (resp. (!; ;) and (!; 	))
such that |(;; !)| = ∅ = |(;; !)| and |(	; !)| = ∅ = |(!; 	)| (resp. |(!; ;)| =
∅ = |(!; ;)| and |(!; 	)| = ∅ = |(	!)|). Then one gets a path ; → ! → 	
(resp. 	 → ! → ;), which contradicts the fact that  is bipartite. The rest is clear.
In the sequel, an acyclic quiver  will be called exceptional when satis1es the
equivalent conditions of Theorem 2, but it is not An with the same orientation on all
arrows. We can now state:
Corollary 5. Let  be a <nite connected acyclic quiver and A=K the corresponding
hereditary algebra. Then CAut(A o D(A)) is isomorphic to a semidirect product
U o (HA × K∗); where
(1) U ∼= Cn; the cyclic group of n elements; in case  ∼= An with the same orientation
on all arrows;
(2) U ∼= S; in case  is neither exceptional nor isomorphic to An with the same
orientation on all arrows;
(3) U ∼= G= { ∈ Aut′(′∗): m(	)=m(	); for all 	 ∈ ′0}; in case  is exceptional
with label (′; (m(	))	∈′0 )
Proof. The result for situation (1) follows from our comments preceding Lemma 1. In
situation (2), CAut(Ao D(A)) consists of diagonal matrices diag(; ,D(−1)), where
 ∈ CAut(A) and , ∈ K∗. Then assertion (2) follows from [4, Theorem 4:8 and Remark
4:10]. In case  is exceptional with label (′; (m(	)	∈′0 )), we put )
′=′
∐
′0
′op, so
that S)′ ∼= Aut′(′∗), by Lemma 9. On the other hand, the restriction maps S → S′
and S∗ → S∗′ are injective and have images { ∈ S′ : m(	) = m(	), for all 	 ∈ ′0}
and { ∈ S∗′ : m(	) = m(	), for all 	 ∈ ′0}. Whenever necessary, we identify S
and S∗ with these latter sets. That, using Lemma 9, allows us to identify G = { ∈
Aut′(′∗): m(	) = m(	), for all 	 ∈ ′0} with S ∪ S∗. We now de1ne a map p :
CAut(A o D(A)) → G as follows. If ’ = diag(; ,D(−1)) is a diagonal matrix,
then p(’) = ’|′0 . If ’ is not diagonal, using the same notation as in Remark 2, we
de1ne p(’) = , where  is given by the rule 	 = ’(	m(	)). The proof of implication
(1) ⇒ (2) in Theorem 2 shows that p is well-de1ned. We claim that p is a group
homomorphism. Indeed, if ’;  ∈ CAut(AoD(A)), the second being diagonal but not
the 1rst, then p(’ ◦  ) = , where 	 = (’ ◦  )(	m(	)), for all 	 ∈ ′0. On the other
hand, if p(’) = 1, then p(’) ◦ p( ) = 1 ◦  |′0 , which maps 	 → ’[ (	)m( (	))].
But, clearly,  (′0) = 
′
0 and m(	) = m( (	)), for all 	 ∈ ′0. From that follows that
 (	m(	))= (	)m( (	)), so that p(’◦ )=p(’)◦p( ) as desired. A symmetric argument
proves that also p( ◦’) =p( ) ◦p(’). Suppose now that ’1; ’2 ∈ CAut(AoD(A))
are both nondiagonal and put p(’i)= i, for i=1; 2, and p(’1 ◦’2)= . By de1nition,
	=(’1◦’2)(	), bearing in mind that, by the proof of Theorem 2, ’1◦’2 is a diagonal
matrix. On the other hand, suppose 	 ∈ ′0 is a sink in ′ and put != 	2 =’2(	m(	)).
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The branch 	 = 	0 → 	1 → · · · → 	m(	) leaving 	 is transformed by ’2 in the branch
’2(	) = ’2(	0)→ ’2(	1)→ · · · → ’2(	m(	)) = ! entering at !. Consequently, m(	) =
m(!); !m(!) = ’2(	) and 	12 = !1 = ’1(!m(!)) = ’1(’2(	)). After carrying out a
symmetric argument when 	 is a source in ′, we get that  = 12 and, hence, p is
a group homomorphism as desired. The kernel of p clearly consists of those diagonal
matrices  = diag(; ,D(−1)) such that  ∈ HA, i.e., Ker(p) = HAoD(A) ∼= HA × K∗
(see Corollary 4). It only remains to give a section s : G → CAut(Ao D(A)) for
p. Identifying G = S
∐
S∗ as mentioned above, we de1ne s by giving its restrictions
to S and S∗, respectively. By [4, proof of Theorem 4.8], we have a section S →
CAut(A) for the canonical projection CAut(A) → S. Now compose that section with
the canonical embedding CAut(A)→ CAut(AoD(A)),  → diag(; D(−1)) and have
the de1nition of s on S. On the other hand, the proof of implication (2); (3) ⇒ (1)
implicitly gives an embedding Aut∗()
j→CAut(Ao D(A)), where Aut∗() is the set
of antiautomorphisms of . Our de1nition of s on S∗ will be the composition of
embeddings S∗
&→Aut∗() j→CAut(Ao D(A)), where & is just to be de1ned. Indeed,
we 1x a numbering {$	!1 ; : : : ; $	!n	!} of the arrows in (	; !) and, for every  ∈ S, we
de1ne &()|0 = and &()($
	!
i )=$
!	
i . Since |(	; !)|= |(!; 	)|; &() ∈ Aut∗(), so
that & is well-de1ned and, clearly, it is injective. We leave for the reader the routinary
veri1cation that, after identifying G = S
∐
S∗, the resulting map s : G → CAut(Ao
D(A)) is a group homomorphism, which is a section for p. That ends the proof.
The corresponding statement also holds for the group Out(Ao D(A)).
Corollary 6. Let  be a <nite connected acyclic quiver and A= K. Then Out(Ao
D(A)) is isomorphic to a semidirect product U o (O(A) × K∗); where U is as in
Corollary 5.
Proof. It follows from Corollary 4(1) and the fact that, for hereditary algebras, HA is
a connected algebraic group and, hence, O(A) ∼= HA=HA ∩ Inn(A) (cf. [4, Corollary 4:7
and Theorem 4:8]).
Example 2. (1) From (the proof of) Corollary 5 it follows that, when  is exceptional
and we identify CAut(A) × K∗ = {diag(; ,D(−1)):  ∈ CAut(A); , ∈ K∗}, one has
[CAut(Ao D(A)): CAut(A)× K∗] = [G: S] = 2. However, in general, one does not
have a semidirect product CAut(Ao D(A)) ∼= C2 o (CAut(A) × K∗) (i.e. G is not
necessarily isomorphic to a semidirect product C2 o S, once we identify S with
its image by the restriction map S → S′). To see that, consider the special quiver
 identi1ed by its label (′; (m(	))	∈′0 ) as follows. The bipartite subquiver 
′ is a
dodecagone with arrows 12 ← 1 → 2 ← 3 : : : 10 ← 11 → 12. On the other hand,
we put m(i) = j (j = 1; 2; 3) iP i ≡ j (mod 3), for all i ∈ ′0. In this case we have
G= 〈(1; 4; 7; 10) · (2; 5; 8; 11) · (3; 6; 9; 12)〉 ∼= C4 and S ∼= 〈(1; 7) · (2; 8) · (3; 9) · (4; 10) ·
(5; 11) · (6; 12)〉 ∼= C2 (here, to avoid the double digit problem, we have writen a
n-cycle as (i1; i2; : : : ; in) instead of (i1i2 : : : in)).
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(2) A special quiver needs not be exceptional. For instance, the quiver  : 1→ 2→
3→→4→ 5 is special with ′ : 3→→4 as unique connected bipartite subquiver. However,
m(3) = 2 = 1 = m(4) and there cannot exist a quiver isomorphism  : ′ ∼= ′op such
that m(	) = m(	), for all 	 ∈ ′0.
(3) It can happen that  ∼= op, but  is not special. Indeed, take D˜5, with two
sources and two sinks.
We end the section by considering the case of 2-nilpotent algebras A = K=(I+)2,
with  a 1nite quiver having no nontrivial oriented cycle of length 6 2. For the
proof of the main result in this context, we put n	! = |(	; !)|, for all 	; ! ∈ 0,
and GL(n	!; K) will denote the corresponding general linear group, convening that
GL(0; K) = 1.
Theorem 3. Let  be a <nite connected quiver containing no nontrivial oriented cycle
of length 6 2 and A= K=(I+)2. There are group isomorphisms:
(1) CAut(Ao D(A)) ∼= Aut(∗)o (HA × K∗)
(2) Out(Ao D(A)) ∼= Aut(∗)o (O(A)× K∗)
Proof. By [3, Corollary 21] and our Corollary 4, we have an exact sequence of groups
1→ HA × K∗ → CAut(Ao D(A))→ S);
where ) is the quiver of AoD(A). But )=
∐
0 
op. By Lemma 9, S) ∼= Aut(∗).
The proof of assertion (1) is hence reduced to construct a section for the canonical
group homomorphism CAut(AoD(A))→ S). To do that, we 1x a numbering (	; !)=
{$	!1 ; : : : ; $	!n	!} on the set (	; !) and also a numbering op(!; 	)={$∗	!1 ; : : : ; $∗	!n	! }, but
convening that, when the $∗ are viewed as elements of D(e	Ae!), they are precisely the
dual basis of {$	!1 ; : : : ; $	!n	!}, i.e., $∗i ($j)=ij, for all i; j, where ij is the Kronecker sym-
bol. If now  ∈ S), we extend it to an automorphism of ) by de1ning it on arrows as
follows: ($	!i )=$
	;!
i , in case )(	; !)=(	; !) = ∅ = (	; !)=)(	; !); ($∗	!i )=
$∗	
;!
i , in case )(	; !) = 
op(	; !) = ∅ = op(	; !) = )(	; !); ($	!i ) = $∗	
;!
i , in
case )(	; !) = (	; !) = ∅ = op(	; !) = )(	; !) and ($∗	!i ) = $	
;!
i , in case
)(	; !)=op(	; !) = ∅ = (	; !)=)(	; !). Since (	; !) and op(	; !) cannot be
both nonempty at the same time, we get  ∈ Aut()) which induces an automorphism
of the path algebra K). All what remains to see is that  is compatible with the re-
lations for Ao D(A). Indeed, these relations are all the diPerences $$∗ − 44∗, with
o($)=o(4); $∗$−4∗4, with t($)= t(4), and $$∗−4∗4, with t(4)=o($), plus all paths
of length ¿ 2 not appearing in those diPerences. From our choice of the numbering
of arrows the desired compatibility of  follows in a straightforward way.
Assertion (2) follows as in the hereditary case (cf. Corollary 6). In this case, A
is almost strongly acyclic in the terminology of [3]. Hence, by [3, Corollary 18 and
Lemma 22] and the fact that Vl(;A) ∼=
∏
(	;!)∈20 GL(n	!; K) in this case, we get that
HA=HA ∩ Inn(A) is (isomorphic to) a connected closed subgroup of 1nite index in
Out(A), whence HA=HA ∩ Inn(A) ∼= O(A).
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4. Automorphism groups of repetitive algebras
All throughout this section, A = K=I is a 1nite dimensional algebra, with  con-
nected and Aˆ is the repetitive algebra of A. Recall that this algebra is categorically
de1ned as follows. Its objects are Ob(Aˆ) = Z × Ob(A) = Z × 0 and Aˆ[(m; 	); (n; !)]
equals A(	; !)= e	Ae!, D(A(!; 	))= e	D(A)e! or 0, depending on whether n=m; n=
m + 1 or n ∈ {m;m + 1}. We shall also use the matricial description of Aˆ (see
[5]) and consider its canonical decomposition as a vector space Aˆ = (
⊕
n∈Z An;n) ⊕
(
⊕
n∈Z Dn;n+1), where An;n ∼= A and Dn;n+1 ∼= D(A), for all n ∈ Z. In order to em-
phasize indices, we write (n; a) (resp. (n; h)) to denote an element of An;n (resp.
Dn;n+1), where a ∈ A (resp. h ∈ D(A)). The Nakayama automorphism 	A of Aˆ
is de1ned by 	A[(n; x)] = (n + 1; x), for all (n; x) ∈ Aˆ. We shall denote by ˆ the
quiver of Aˆ. Hence, ˆ0 = Z × 0; ˆ[(n; 	); (n; !)] ∼= (	; !); |ˆ[(n; 	); (n + 1; !)]| =
dimK e	D(A)e!=e	(J (A)D(A) +D(A)J (A))e! = dimK (e! Soc(AAA)e	), for all 	; ! ∈ 0
and all n ∈ Z, and ˆ[(m; 	); (n; !)] = ∅ when n = m;m+ 1.
In a recent paper (cf. [7]), the authors have dealt with automorphisms of repetitive
algebras. We shall 1rst restate a result which is implicit in their work. We shall denote
by Aut0(Aˆ) the group of automorphisms of degree zero, i.e., those ’ ∈ Aut(Aˆ) such that
’(An;n)=An;n, for all n ∈ Z. We shall put CAut0(Aˆ)=Aut0(Aˆ)∩CAut(Aˆ) and HAˆ={’ ∈
CAut0(Aˆ): ’ is the identity on the vertices (of ˆ)}. Finally, we put U˜ (A) = {u ∈⊕
	∈0 e	Ae	| e	ue	 ∈ U (e	Ae	), for all 	 ∈ 0} ∼=
∏
	∈0 U (e	Ae	).
Theorem 4 (Ohnuki et al. [7, Theorem 3.5]). There is a split on the left exact se-
quence of groups 1→ U (A)Z → Aut0(Aˆ)→ Aut(A)→ 1; which induces by restriction
exact sequences 1→ U˜ (A)Z → CAut0(Aˆ)→ CAut(A)→ 1 and 1→ U˜ (A)Z → HAˆ →
HA → 1; which are also split on the left.
Our previous results in the paper allow us to say something about the (1nite) jump
between Aut0(Aˆ)〈	A〉 and Aut(Aˆ) or, equivalently, between CAut0(Aˆ)〈	A〉 and CAut(Aˆ).
Notice that there is no loss of generality in restricting ourselves to categorical auto-
morphisms since Aut(Aˆ) is an internal product of the subgroups CAut(Aˆ) and Inn(Aˆ)
(this latter subgroup de1ned as in [7]). It is easily seen that every ’ ∈ CAut(Aˆ) in-
duces a permutation  of the set 0 by the rule ’(e(m;	)) = e(n;	). That gives a group
homomorphism pAˆ : CAut(Aˆ) → S0 , whose image we want to compare with the
images of the canonical group homomorphisms pA : CAut(A) → S0 and pAoD(A) :
CAut(A o D(A)) → S0 . Finally, we shall denote by C(	A) the centralizer of the
Nakayama automorphism 	A in CAut(Aˆ), i.e., C(	A)= {’ ∈ CAut(Aˆ): ’ ◦ 	A = 	A ◦’}.
Theorem 5. Let A = K=I be a <nite dimensional algebra, with  connected. The
following assertions hold:
(1) The homomorphism pAˆ : CAut(Aˆ) → S0 has kernel HAˆ〈	A〉 and its image co-
incides with that of its restriction to C(	A). In particular; we have inclusions
Im(pA) ⊆ Im(pAˆ) ⊆ Im(pAoD(A)).
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(2) When A = K is hereditary; Im(pAˆ) = Im(pAoD(A)) ∼= U (U as in Corollary 5)
and we have an exact sequence of groups
1→ HAˆ〈	A〉 → CAut(Aˆ)→ U → 1:
An earlier version of this paper included a proof of the above theorem for the
case of triangular algebras, although the arguments can be easily extended to all 1nite
dimensional algebras given by quiver and relations. We have omitted the proof in this
new version in order not to lengthen excessively the paper.
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